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Fall has arrived in Northern Europe after an unusually warm and sunny summer in Sweden! With our
batteries charged we’re ready to bring you lots of interesting Aviation webinars, events and content.
First up is our latest addition to the Transoft Solutions’ family - AirTOP. Join us in September for an
introduction webinar on what this software is all about, guided by three of our Aviation experts. Don’t
forget to follow us on the Aviation Forum on LinkedIn to stay in the loop!

Gate-to-gate simulation with AirTOP
With the recent acquisition of
Airtopsoft we’re welcoming the
AirTOP simulation suite to the Transoft
Solutions’ product family. AirTOP is
the only end-to-end solution covering
the model of airports, the flow of
passengers and ground vehicles, the
movement of airplanes from gate to
gate as well as in the airspace. It is
a comprehensive modular solution
for fast time simulations and
optimization requirements. Current
users of AirTOP include Air Navigation
Service Providers (ANSP), Airport
Authorities, Airlines, Research Labs
and Consulting companies.
The Airtopsoft team of talented and
highly qualified developers are based
in the heart of Europe in Brussels,
Belgium. Innovation is driven by a
unique combination of research and
development, software engineering

methods and customer insights. The
company was founded in 2006 by
current CEO Thierry Salvant, at the time
with only three employees developing
the AirTOP software from the ground
up, literally. The AirTOP roadmap is
determined by its users. A formal
process for this on-going dialogue was
implemented as early as 2008 and has
proved a success. As with all Transoft
Solutions’ software the input from our
users is very valuable and serves as
both base and inspiration for further
development.
Since 2014, the focus has been on
enriching the AirTOP product line with
two new modules; an airport terminal
module allowing for the modelling of
passenger movement within the airport
terminal and a runway capacity analysis
module. In this time-frame another
important launch was made - WIZer.

A new disruptive product that enables
real-time decision-making based on
live airplane data and background
AirTOP fast-time simulations.
The AirTOP interface has been
specifically designed to reduce the
time needed to set up and debug
simulations, to achieve faster results
and better cost efficiencies. Take a
closer look at this advanced airspace
and airport modeling software in our
upcoming Live Webinars. Dates and
times for your region will be announced
on the Aviation Forum. Can’t wait until
then to learn more? Visit airtopsoft.
com or contact us at infoAviation@
transoftsolutions.com and we’ll be in
touch shortly

Register for Live Webinar >>

A WORD FROM DEVELOPMENT
“Busy months ahead for the developers with new releases for ArcPORT and AviPLAN around the
corner. The ArcPORT release will include improvements based on user requests, amongst others
concerning the target Level of Service. The AviPLAN update will incorporate the new ICAO
guidelines that are expected to be officially confirmed mid November.”
Ben van Leest, Vice President Aviation

LIVE WEBINAR

ENSURING SAFE OPERATIONS
The optimum tool for obstacle
clearance compliance

View Webinar >>

Meet the Aviation Team
In 1999, Ben van Leest, joined Simtra
in Sweden and used his experience to
contribute to the development of the
PathPlanner software and setting up
the training program. When Simtra
was acquired by Transoft in 2014 Ben
became responsible for the Aviation
portfolio as Vice President for Aviation.

What’s the challenges for airports
today?
A major challenge for many airports is
to cope with the growing traffic volume
without too many possibilities for
expansion. Our ArcPORT and AirTOP
capacity software packages provide
solutions to analyse and optimize.

What’s your expertise?
I’m experienced in AviPLAN and
SkySAFE and have been doing a great
number of public and on-site training
sessions but in my current position
there is ample time for that, my product
managers are doing that now much
better!

A tip for our software users?
In the latest version of all AviPLAN
products you can now create your own
vehicle service arrangement for an
aircraft type and store it for repeated
use. Very handy, realistic, and good to
enter into this level of detail when the
area on the aircraft stand is limited

Ben van Leest
Vice President Aviation
Transoft Solutions
Sweden Office
ben.vanleest@transoftsolutions.com

AVIATION USER GROUP MEETING
NEW YORK

We would like to take this opportunity
to invite you, as a Transoft Solutions
Aviation’ software user, to our
upcoming User Group meeting in New
York. This is the perfect forum to share
your experiences, discuss industry
trends and best practices and of course
an opportunity to meet with your
industry peers.

Location: New York, USA
Date: 4 October, 2018
Keep an eye out for the detailed agenda
that will be shared shortly. We hope to
see you in New York. Welcome!

Register Here >>

Event co-hosted by:
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A GLOBAL PRESENCE
Transoft Solutions is growing and new
offices are continuously added to our
already global presence. The most recent addition being the Airtopsoft office
in Brussels, the Netherlands. With offices all over the world there’s of course
another benefit that comes with it, our
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INFOAVIATION@TRANSOFTSOLUTIONS.COM

colleagues speak a number of different
languages giving us the opportunity to
offer our users support and training in
their native tongue. We’re proud to be
able to say that our users are spread out
in over a hundred countries on all continents. It’s an amazing Aviation com-
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TRANSOFTSOLUTIONS.COM

munity that we hope to bring together
in places such as the Aviation Forum,
meet out on exhibitions, engage with in
training sessions and share experiences with whenever we can. Contact us on
infoAviation@transoftsolutions.com to
learn more!
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Swedish

